Triple XTM Energy-Saving Glass
Using Stanley's Triple XTM Energy-Saving Glass will have 3°C to 6°C difference between outdoor and
indoor temperature. Glass will effectively block the infrared ray and the ultraviolet ray of sunlight,
keeping indoors cool in summer; in winter, because of the several layers of Triple X TM Energy-Saving
Glass, indoor thermal energy will not easily spread out to outside, so does the cold energy hardly coming
in, keeping it warm all the time.
General energy of sunlight has 51.2% energy in the
infrared ray, 46.8% energy in visible light and approximate
2% in the ultraviolet and other rays. Stanley Triple XTM
Energy-Saving Glass uses the latest technology to create
the perfect cutting line, the innovative processing works
and complex baking skills to combine the latest frame
modules in the United States and print the unique logo on
it. This kind of combination of multi-layers of glass will
make the outdoor thermal energy coming in the inside as
less as possible. In the meantime, it will decrease the
ultraviolet transmittance, making the environment more
comfortable.

The latest generation of Triple XTM Energy-Saving Glass not only enhances the effect on energy-saving to
be triple times' electricity-saving, but also is burglar-proof, explosion-proof and bullet-proof, being more
safety in living. This kind of energy-saving glass is the global trend to be widely used by the architects.
The goal is to make it more safe, energy-saving, environmental protection and healthy.
For Stanley's Triple XTM Energy-Saving Glass, 43% of the visible transparency, 71% of infrared protection
and 99% of UV protection. The SC value is down to 0.33 so that the furniture and antiques will not be
hurt under the long-term sunlight.
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Triple times effect for energy-saving, triple guarantee
Thickness remains the same after increasing one more layer
Capable of polygon production
Double air gaps for better effect on sound-proof
Double-space construction for better effect of thermal insulation
No concern for heavy metal pollution
Protection of patent

For more product information, please contact sales6@stanleyglass.com.tw .
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About Stanley Glass:
STANLEY GLASS is founded since 1935, and existing for over 50 years. In the filed of building glass, we
are the most major distributor of TAIWANGLASS, the company of TOP 5 in the glass industries around
the world. We are also one of the few factories of building glass processing and manufacturing in Taiwan
for providing consistent services for different kinds of glass processing.
In 1996, our company passes through the verification of ISO 9001, and then awards CNS certificate.
Together with the service objectives of “Quality, Speed, Service, Innovation, Share”, we deeply believe
that only the growth of client can bring us to advance to greater enterprise.

